The problem of matching sets of either points or segments is a well-studied problem with applications to image processing and computer vision and also to areas such as bioinformatics and astronomy. We present an approximate solution to the segment matching problem in 3D that can be used to recognize planarfaced objects from range data. Our main contributions in the area of geometric matching are: -A new de nition of the Hausdor distance between two sets of segments. This de nition appears to be better suited to comparisons between sets of geometric entities.
Introduction
The problem of matching sets of either points or segments is a well-studied problem 4, 6, 7, 13] with applications to image processing and computer vision and also to areas such as bioinformatics and astronomy. We present an approximate solution to the segment matching problem in 3D that can be used to recognize planar-faced objects from range data. The problem can be formulated as follows. Given two sets of line segments, the pattern set A and the model set B , and given a similarity measure d, nd the rigid transformation g that minimizes the distance d(A; B).
The method we present is based on a a new denition of distance between two sets of segments that is a variant of the Hausdor distance. The matching strategy is essentially an alignment that selects a few \representative" segments of the pattern set A and computes a rigid transformation based on an hypothesized correspondence between the representative segments of A and a group of segments of B. It then veri es the hypothesis by computing the distance measure for such a transformation. The above steps are repeated for all possible groups of model segments. We show that the error introduced with this approximation is within a bounded factor equal to bound given in 7] for the simpler case of point sets. Using the Hausdor metric, the nearest neighbor query in a set of segments ( to identify the segment of the model \closest" to a segment of the pattern), reduces to a nearest neighbor query among points in R 6 that can be performed in optimal O(log n) time within a known error bound. The overall worst case time complexity for the matching algorithm is O(mn 3 log n), assuming m segments in the pattern and n segments in the model.
We have also implemented a di erent version of the above algorithm that examines a larger transformation space by considering all possible groups of segments of A and assuming they are in correspondence with all groups of segments of B, thus leading to an O(m 3 n 3 log n) time complexity.
We present experimental results on sets of segments extracted from range images. In general the segmentation of a range image is in itself a fundamental problem 3, 11, 12, 14] . Obviously the variations of the input generated by the di erent algorithms can have signi cant impact on the result generated by the matching procedure. An in depth discussion of the quality of the segmentation produced by each approach is far beyond the scope of this paper. A good comparison of di erent techniques and a framework for evaluating the quality of a segmentation scheme can be found in 8, 9] . Related Prior Work. Chew Due to the high computational complexity of the exact algorithms, e cient but approximate solutions for the case of point-sets, both in 2-dimensional and in tend these results to the case of sets of segments maintaining the same time complexity and error bounds.
An e cient multi-resolution technique for comparing images using the Hausdor distance is presented in 10] where the space of possible transformations is limited to translations and scaling. and .
In the following we will use, with some abuse of notation, the same symbol H( ; ) for the Hausdor distance between sets of points and sets of segments.
For the case of points in the de nition above 2 a i 2 A is replaced by i 2 A and 2 b j 2 B is replaced by j 2 B.
The standard Hausdor distance provides a good metric over point-sets but does not preserve the notion of relevant subsets like the segments (see 6]). In our application we wish to keep information relative to the line segments in the de nition of the distance function since the segments are the basic elements in the description of the objects.
Def. 2 (Segment Hausdor distance)
Given two sets A = fa1; a2; ; amg and B = fb1 ; b2; ; bng of line segments ai and bj, the Segment H(fa 1 ; : : : ; a 5 g; fb 1 g) has a low distance value. The metric function H S (fa 1 ; : : : ; a 5 g; fb 1 g) has a higher value providing a more accurate similarity information.
Since h S (A; B) = max ai2A (min bi2B H(fa i g; fb j g)) where H(fa i g; fb j g) is the the Hausdor distance (under de nition 1) between two single segments, one can easily show that H S (A; B) de nes a metric 1 .
Consider for example the case of gure 1. The standard Hausdor metric function H(fa 1 ; : : : ; a 5 g; fb 1 g) has a low distance value since each portion of the segment b 1 is near one of the segments a i . On the contrary, the distance H S (fa 1 ; : : : ; a 5 g; fb 1 g) has an higher value since there is no single segment a i with low distance from b 1 . Thus the information provided by H S is more accurate than the information provided by H.
To simplify the computation we introduce an equivalent (within a given error factor) simpli ed distance function.
Def. 3 (Simpli ed Segment Hausdor distance)
Given two sets A = fa1 ; a2; ; amg and B = fb1 ; b2; ; bng of line segments ai and bj, the Simpli ed .
The advantage of this simpli ed distance function is not only the ease of computation but the fact that it can be easily modi ed to take into account the orientations of the segments. All the distance functions de ned above fail to carry this notion since:
H SS (fa s a e g; fa e a s g) = H S (fa s a e g; fa e a s g) = = H(fa s a e g; fa e a s g) = 0
Given 
It is easy to show that H OS is a metric.
There is an additional notion that one might wish to incorporate in the metric de ned over sets of segments that is the cardinality of the matching. It may happen that the n segments of the pattern A are found to be at a low distance from a subset of n 0 < n segments of B. This happens in practice since one segment of B may be \near" to more than one segment of A. Such match should be penalized by increasing the distance value. The problem in the introduction of such feature directly in the metric is that it would immediately lead to signi cant increase of the solution space in which the best solution has to be found. In fact the solution space would be based not only on the geometric position of the segments but also on the number of permutations of the segments in A and B. Our approach is to nd the solution that minimizes the Hausdor distance, and also to output all the solutions below a given distance threshold and for which the ratio n 0 m is close to 1.
Distance Computation
In this section we present a property of the distance function that is crucial to the computational e ciency of the method. We prove that with our choice of the norm for the distance between segments we reduce the problem of nearest neighbor among segments to a query for a nearest neighbor among points. We rst concentrate on the Oriented Distance H OS (A; B) then we show how to reformulate H SS (A; B) so that we can apply to it the same technique used for H OS (A; B).
Consider expression (2) and assume that A is a set of m segments and B is a set of n segments. The ex- This expression can be evaluated in optimal O(log n), within an approximation factor of 1 + , using the search technique presented in 2]. It follows that h OS (A; B) can be determined in O(m log n) (after a preprocessing of O(n log n)). H OS (A; B) can be computed within the same 1 + approximation factor in time O(m log n + n log m) (after a preprocessing of O(m log m + n log n)). This can be easily xed by observing that the outer min( ) of the (4) will be evaluated by the nearest neighbor query. Hence we just need to modify the map M so that the segment b is not mapped only to the point fx s ; y s ; z s ; x e ; y e ; z e g but also to the point fx e ; y e ; z e ; x s ; y s ; z s g. Hence we apply the same O(logn) search algorithm but on a set of points in < 6
of cardinality double the cardinality of B. The overall time complexity for the computation of H SS (A; B) is O(n log m + m log n):
4 The Matching algorithm
In this section we describe an algorithm for matching sets of segments under rigid body transformations. The algorithm is based on ideas rst developed in 7] for point-set pattern matching here extended for the case of sets of segments.
transformation g (translation plus rotation) that minimizes the distance between two sets of segments, A and B. Conceptually the algorithm can be divided in three main stages: determine a translation determine a rotation evaluate the distance between g(A) and B.
For the determination of an appropriate translation and rotation we select three \representatives" for each of the two sets A and B that are chosen to be a ne independent elements. The rst step is to choose randomly one representative a for A. Then we choose one representative b for B. Since, for any matching, a must be paired with an element of B then we can keep a xed and try all the possible initial pairings with the n elements of B.
This will introduce a bounded error factor. By taking the mid-point a c of a into the mid-point b c of b we de ne the translation.
To de ne the rotation we need to de ne two additional independent elements of A. As in 7] they are selected so that we can bound the error due to the approximation. The strategy is to select a 0 to be the segment containing the point a 0 f farthest from a c .
The third representative segment a 00 is chosen so that it contains the point a 00 d at maximum distance from the line a c a 0 f . Note that a 00 does not need to be distinct from a and a 0 . The condition that we enforce Finally for each association of representative points, we compute the distance between A and B (with the technique explained in the previous section) so that at the end of the algorithm we can choose the matching that resulted in the smallest distance.
The time complexity of the overall algorithm is so O(n 4 log n) (assuming that m = O(n)). As in 7] we can prove that the approximate best matching is within a bounded error factor as shown in the following table 1. The time complexity of the exact algorithms are reported in table 2.
We have also implemented a di erent version of the above algorithm that examines a larger transformation space by considering all triples of segments of A and assuming they are in correspondence with all triples of segments of B, thus leading to an O(n 6 log n) time complexity. Experimental results with this new more compute intensive strategy are consistent with the results of the other strategy in terms of relative distance between objects. They are slightly better but the increase in computation time is unacceptable. 5 Experimental results
The program PM RANGE written in C++ that implements the proposed matching strategy can use both de nitions of distance between sets of segments. Here we report on the results obtained using H SS .
For tests we have used real range images of polyhedral objects acquired by an ABW structures light scanner. 2 The inputs to PM RANGE are the lists of segments from two images or from an image and a model. The output consists of a list of corresponding segments of the two input sets, a distance value for each corresponding pair and a global distance value. The output of the algorithm includes also the rigid transformation (rotation and translation) that maps one set of segments into the other.
We show the result of the matching algorithm on the pair of range images shown in Fig. 2 and 4 the rst containing two objects and the second containing a single object. The edges extracted from the two range images by a procedure based on the tabu search (described in forthcoming paper) are shown in Fig. 3 and 5. Figure 6 shows the output of the algorithm; it contains only the the edges of Fig. 3 that are found to correspond to some edges of the single object of gure 5 .
